It's the Quality that Counts!

In welcoming the students this year I express our appreciation for the effort that Puget Sound women have made already by being the first school of women in the West to have a coeducational faculty.

DOUGLAS L. SMITH, President.

"THE QUALITY THAT COUNTS"

October 6th is DATE FOR "CAT AND CANARY"

Homecoming Program

CRABBEY MYSTERY DRAMA

The Cat and the Canary,

domestic comedy by Arthur Conan Doyle. After being brought in by the police, the play is suspended for a week in order to be reset. The play was written and directed by Arthur Conan Doyle. After being brought in by the police, the play is suspended for a week in order to be reset. The play was written and directed by Arthur Conan Doyle.

The play is to be held in the auditorium on the west side of the campus.

The play is to be held in the auditorium on the west side of the campus.

Policing Brothers Organize Newspaper at Skagway

By Bill Steiner

Five college students of St. Mary's high school have organized an entertainment newspaper at Skagway. The paper is called "The North Star." The paper is called "The North Star." The students are members of the Puget Sound football team. The students are members of the Puget Sound football team.
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Public School Music Undated: Bennett Plans New Choir

FOIL

The first stop was the Public School Music Council which has made CPS one of the leading places in the state in producing music. Bennett plans to make this year especially memorable, for it will be his last before retirement. The choir will meet Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and the Puget Sound Singers at this same time. It is hoped and expected that the choirs will be under the direction of the noted conductor, Mr. Bennett. The group will be required to take part in all of the activities of the college, and to attend all of the concerts, and to do some of the choirs in the chapel and in chapel, before the holidays.

Anyone in school who is interested in the music department should come and make arrangements for next year. It is announced that all of the choirs will be used and that the choirs will be used until the last day of school. All of the choirs will be able to do much more this year. The choirs will be used in the morning, afternoon, and evening.

Dr. Huffman tells us that he is hoping to have a new practice program for next year. This year there will be two groups, one for the varsity debate squad, and one for the varsity debate team. The team will be made up of the varsity debaters, and the squad will be made up of the non-varsity debaters. The team will take part in the national Inter-Collegiate debate tournament, and the squad will take part in the national Inter-Collegiate debate tournament.

During former years there has been one group of select voices for the chorus. It has been filled by the Adelphian Choral Society, and the Adelphian Choral Society will continue to be used for this purpose. During former years there has been one group of select voices for the chorus. It has been filled by the Adelphian Choral Society, and the Adelphian Choral Society will continue to be used for this purpose.

The new plan includes the national Inter-Collegiate debate tournament, and the squad will take part in the national Inter-Collegiate debate tournament. The team will take part in the national Inter-Collegiate debate tournament.
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Blackout Ends in Professor Robler’s European Visit

In order to increase awareness of the world’s great works of art through firsthand observation and experiences, Professor Robler has spent the last ten days abroad in Europe. The Munich Art Museum, the Louvre in Paris, and many other world-famous art galleries have been included in his itinerary. The famous works of such masters as Van Gogh, Picasso, and Matisse have been viewed in person by the professor. The exhibit of modern art at the Guggenheim Museum in New York has also been included in his tour.

Commons Have Innovations

The Commons has begun a series of improvements and innovations that will enhance the learning environment for students. A new study area has been added, equipped with comfortable chairs and a large collection of books. The café has introduced a new menu featuring fresh, healthy options. Additionally, the Commons has initiated a waste reduction program, encouraging students to bring reusable containers for their meals and beverages.

Rushing Begins With Split Tea

The Lambda Sigma Chi and Pi Delta Phi fraternities will host their annual split tea this Saturday, with a theme of “The Game of Thrones.” The event will feature a costume contest, a rock climbing wall, and a live performance by the university’s marching band. Tickets are available at the student union.

Rhodes Northern Tasmania

Enjoy the New Fountain in the Commons

A new fountain has been installed in the Commons, providing a refreshing spot for students to gather and relax. The fountain features a sculpture of a figure holding a book, symbolizing knowledge and learning.

Variety Theme Rules Rushes

The theme for this year’s rush week is “The Great Gatsby,” with events planned to evoke the opulence and extravagance of the Roaring Twenties. Students are encouraged to participate in the various activities, which will include a costume contest, a dance, and a bonfire on the commons.
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Loggers Open Grid Season Against Cheney Today

By Vera Healy

Starting with the regular classed for open invitations to the October second sets held every day at noon for all interested.

Our hero's brave heart was beating high and even bubbling over. Coach Frank has really been working men down town are looking forward to following a winning team this year, which, of course, is not to be sniffed at!

“Tense moments always come in the games, for it is then that the batting or kicking is to be done, and there is a great deal of excitement involved. In these games the players are false. The home team is supposed to be the better of the two, but the visitors are always ready for a good fight. The visitors always come with a great deal of confidence and it is not unusual for them to score some good hits, but our own team usually comes out on top. The games are always close and there is a great deal of excitement involved.

Hello and congratulations, football fans of the college, on the new officials, men and women alike, who are supposed to take charge of the games this year. The game will be played as usual except that there will be no limit on the number of players on the field. The going will be a rough one for the visitors, and there will be a good deal of excitement involved. The visitors always come with a great deal of confidence and it is not unusual for them to score some good hits, but our own team usually comes out on top. The games are always close and there is a great deal of excitement involved.

ENJOY YOUR GAME, LES.

| TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1939 |

**SPRING BREAK**

DOC HAGEN'S
2211 Sixth Avenue

**SUNDAYS**

Are you specially trained? Warmer weather gets you...DO IT NOW!

**COLLEGE SUPPLIES AT THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE**

Come in and see these Star Items

**COLLEGE STATIONERY**

Something entirely new. One of our best values.

**LEATHER NOTE BOOKS**

Money saving prices in quality binders.

**COLLEGE JEWELRY**

A fine assortment of useful articles for the College man and woman.

**GYM EQUIPMENT**

Official College requirements for men and women.

**EVERYTHING THE STUDENT NEEDS**